We investigate a power-law relationship (means of constituents' flows versus their standard deviations) and variance/covariance matrix on a directed bipartite network. We propose a Poisson mixture model and a method to infer states of the constituents' flows on such a bipartite network from empirical observation without a priori knowledge on the network structure. By using a proposed parameter estimation method with high frequency financial data we found that the scaling exponent and simultaneous cross-correlation matrix have a positive correspondence relationship. Consequently we conclude that the scaling exponent tends to be 1/2 in the case of desynchronous (specific dynamics is dominant), and to be 1 in the case of synchronous (common dynamics is dominant).
Introduction
Recent accumulation of massive data in a broad spectrum of fields in our modern society requires to develop mathematical methodology to handle such large-scale data and to extract meaningful information from them, with which we need to make various decisions under uncertainty. From this perspective it is important to find summary quantities to measure association among them. It is also important to pursue methods to separate "global" (or "common") trend and "local" (or "specific") fluctuations.
Recently several researchers pay remarkable attention to a power-law relationship between a mean of flows and their standard deviation on a network [1, 2] . The power law relationship between a mean of constituents' flows at each element and their standard deviation, (a fluctuation at each element) ≈ c× (an average at each element) α (both c and α are identical on all the elements) has been found in a wide range of sciences [1, 2, 3, 4] . This phenomenon was called "fluctuation scaling" or "Taylor's power law" in studies on natural populations [3, 4] and on networks where elements serve as transporters of constituents among them on the basis of various dynamic processes [1, 5, 6] .
Menezes and Barabási, and Eisler, Bartos, and Kertész investigated the scaling law between temporal averages of the network's traffic and its temporal fluctuations (characterized by standard deviations) measured at different nodes for various real systems [1, 2] . They reported that various types of systems such as packet transfer on the Internet (computers and packets), mass transfer by chemical reactions in cells (cells and chemical agents), people or goods transfer on a traffic system (transporters and people or goods), show this scaling relation and that the scaling exponent α corresponds to characteristics of the system's dynamics. They further characterized global (external) fluctuation and specific (internal) fluctuations under the several assumptions based on random walks on a network.
The fluctuation scaling is empirically observed in the following manner. Let X j,∆t (k) (j = 1, . . . , M and k = 0, 1, 2, . . . , Q − 1) denote the number of constituents arrived at the j-th node for the k-th sampling period between k∆t and (k + 1)∆t, where ∆t(> 0) denotes the size of a given time window to count the number of constituents. From the mean (time average) of X j,∆t (k)
and the standard deviation
we can confirm a (cross-sectional) power-law relationship
where c is a positive constant, and α (1/2 ≤ α ≤ 1) denotes a scaling exponent. If α takes 1/2, then the arrival of the constituents on each node is independently random, like independent Poisson random variables. On the other hand if α takes 1, then their arrival on each node is synchronous [1] . In other words, if α = 1/2, the specific fluctuations which affect the individual elements that constitute the system are dominant. On the other hand, if α = 1 the common fluctuations dominate the dynamics of each element.
Specifically in social and economic activities, if we regard the situation where people exchange goods, money or information with each other as a network, then it seems to be fruitful to study such social or economic systems from a network point of view. There are several empirical studies on money flows with measuring scaling exponents in financial markets [7, 8, 9, 10] . Several networks relating to human activity can be described as bipartite graphs with two kinds of nodes. For example, financial markets (financial commodities and participants), blog systems (blogs and bloggers), and economic systems (firms and goods/consumers) can be described as a directed bipartite graph [11, 12, 13, 14] .
In the meantime, with comprehensive, high resolution data which records the behaviors of market participants we can infer their mutual relationships, in particular in the form of cross-covariance /correlation matrices with a high resolution. Several methods to estimate covariance matrices for such high resolution data with a high degree of accuracy have been considered [15, 16] . In addition, a good model designed for describing multi-dimensional market movements from a broader perspective should not only be able to reproduce the statistical properties (means, cross-correlations, and so forth) observed in the historical data streams more accurately but also facilitate our inferring the states of the market better.
In the present article, we particularly focus on a directed bipartite network on financial markets and investigate constituents' flows on such a network under the assumption that we can observe constituents arrived at each node. The aims of this article are to establish a methodology to infer the total states of constituents' flows on the network from empirical observation without knowledge on the network structure and to examine a relationship between fluctuation scaling and covariance matrix.
We propose a Poisson model with stochastic intensity to describe constituents' generation on the bipartite network, and attempt to separately infer the parameters which come from a common latent information arrival and specific latent information arrivals. Through empirical analysis we will check the validity of the proposed model and the parameter estimation procedure by comparing empirical results and theoretical ones.
Model and parameter estimation procedure
Consider a bipartite graph with M groups (j = 1, · · · , M ) and N j participants belonging to the j-th group as shown in Fig. 1 . Ignoring the birth-death process of participants the population of each groups N j is assumed to be constant, so that the total population of this system N is fixed (N = M j=1 N j ). We further suppose that each participant in the j-th group can create a kind of message with probability q + q j in [(t − 1)δ, tδ]. q j and q represent specific and global probabilities of which are random variables sampled from G j (q j ) and G(q). Let n j be the number of message creations at the j-th group in [(k − 1)∆t, k∆t]. Then, under the assumption that N is sufficiently large and q + q i is sufficiently small, n j is approximated as a Poisson random variable with stochastic intensity SN j (q + q j )
1 and its distribution and joint distribution are described as
where S is the maximum integer less than ∆t/δt. From Eqs. (4) and (5) one obtains
where (6) and (7) we can reproduce the scaling exponent α, n j , and Cov(n l , n m ) by determining 2M + 2 parameters adequately. Let X j,∆t (k) be observed multiple time series for the numbers of message creations in [(k − 1)∆t, k∆t]. Although the total number of participants N and the number of participants at each group can not be estimated from the observed time series, the relative existence ratio K j = (N j /N ) of participants belonging to the j-th group (degree centrality of the j-th group on a bipartite network as shown in Fig. 1 ) may be estimated as [17, 18] 
Furthermore we can estimate windowed averages of the number of transactions/quotations and their covariance matrix in [s∆t, (s + R − 1)∆t] (s = 0, . . . , Q − R) with an overlapped time window having the length R∆t (0 < R < Q) as
In order to infer parameters q + q j , σ 2 q , and σ 2 qj we set an evaluation function
and minimize 2 under the condition where q + q j ≥ 0, σ 
Indeed, Eqs. (12) and (13) turn out natural, as we obtain X j,∆t emp (s) = n j and Cov emp ll,∆t (s) = Cov(n l , n l ) by using Eqs. (6), (7), (12) and (13).
Analysis
In order to verify both the proposed model and parameter estimation procedure we use the numbers of quotations extracted from the high-resolution data in the foreign exchange market [19] . By using such multivariate time series we calculate a cross-sectional relationship of the foreign exchange market, so that we compute the power-law exponents of fluctuation scaling and their covariance / correlation matrices by means of both empirical procedure by Eqs. (1) and (2) and model-based estimation procedure by Eqs. (6), (7), (8), (12), (13) , and (14) .
To do so we regard quotations which bank traders and brokers offer and take as messages (constituents moving on the bipartite network) in the proposed model, the traders and brokers as participants, and market places where they exchange pairwise currencies as groups. Then we can assume that a quotation for every market participant to create in each market place corresponds to a linkage between the market place and the market participant. Namely, this bipartite network represents a system constructed by participants' perception and action.
Counting the number of quotations per ∆t = 1 [min] we obtain multiple time series of quotations' flows in the foreign exchange market. First of all, we investigate a cross-sectional relationship of community with means of quotation activities and their standard deviations. (14) we estimated values of 2M + 1 parameters. We set a free parameter SN = 500, 000 in order to prevent the smallest group population min j {M j } from vanishing. Note that we confirmed robustness of results for SN . Unfilled circles shown in Fig. 2 exhibit that it is found that the scaling relationship may be reproduced by Eqs. (6) and (7) with estimated parameters shown in Tab. 1. Furthermore Fig. 3 shows gray scale display of simultaneous cross-correlation matrices defined as
As shown in Fig. 3 the simultaneous cross-correlation matrix estimated by using Eq. (7) with estimated parameters captures a tendency of that obtained by using Eq. (10). Specifically cross-correlation matrices obtained from Eq. (7) are consistent with those from empirical data for currencies with small K j . Although the reproduction of fluctuation scaling by using the propose model and estimation procedure is relatively better than that by the model of random walkers on a network in the presence of external driving [2] , the covariance matrices calculated from theoretical model are sometimes in disagreement with those estimated from empirical data. This gap may be caused by the simplistic assumptions regarding two types of information arrivals. Incorporating a hierarchical structure of information arrivals may be one potential direction to alleviate such discrepancies.
Moreover we examined a temporal relationship between the scaling exponent and global mean of simultaneous cross-correlations
We calculated the scaling exponent α(s) and the global mean of simultaneous cross-correlation matrix C emp ∆t (s) for each s from Eqs. (15) and (18) . Fig. 4 (b) shows the trajectory of (α(s), C emp ∆t (s)) estimated from the data from 4th till 8th of June 2007. From it we found roughly a linear relationship with positive slope between α and the overall mean of the simultaneous cross-correlation matrix. Since α takes a non-trivial value at ∆t = 1 [min], the quotation activities of the foreign exchange market may be mutually correlated due to internal and external factors or strong temporal correlations like inhomogeneity of Hurst exponents [2] . In Ref. [20] since one of the author (AHS) shows that the scaling exponent α increases as ∆t increases, the quotation activities may become more temporally correlated or mutually synchronous than small ∆t. This implies that for a large time scale, the market participants synchronously behave and may be driven better by a common factor than specific factors. This is related to daily pattern of market participants.
Consequently, as an explanation in accordance with the proposed model the nontrivial values of α may imply that participants are affected by both information from different origins relating to specific (independent) factors (microscopic dynamics) and from sources relating to common (herding) factors (macroscopic dynamics). 2(M + 1) parameters q , q j , σ q , and σ qj in the proposed model characterize such factors as both herding effects and independent randomness. As another explanation they may imply that the behavior of market participants has a strong temporal correlation.
We argue that the scaling exponent α is determined by participants' responses to specific information arrivals and common information arrivals. The ratio of σ
q can be an indicator to measure dominant factors which affect participants belonging to each group. If η j ( )1 then the specific (common) information arrivals dominate participants' actions. Tab. 1 shows the estimated parameters q + q j and η j ≡ σ qj /σ q by means of the proposed method and centrality K j . Fig. 5 shows a relation between the centrality K j and the ratio of specific probability fluctuation to a common probability fluctuation η j . From Fig. 5 it is found that groups having large centrality K j have a tendency to be affected by common information arrivals. Therefore the proposed model and parameter estimation procedure enable us to characterize global tendency and specific fluctuations from participants' activities of message creation.
Discussion
The proposed model can be found to almost completely reproduce the powerlaw relationship between the mean and their standard deviation with non-trivial exponent values (1/2 < α < 1).
Furthermore the proposed model can infer activities of which agents participate in currency exchanges at each currency pair of the foreign exchange market. Throughout the empirical investigation it is confirmed that cross-correlation among activities at each currency pairs show strong association with the scaling index of fluctuation scaling. In fact it substantially burdensome to calculate the total mean of cross-correlation matrix, while it is relatively facile to estimate the index of fluctuation scaling. The results of our model investigation imply that we can use the scaling exponent of fluctuation scaling as a summary index of the activities of the whole foreign exchange market.
In the literature of financial markets Geman et al. [21] proved that the Poisson model with reflected normal jumps' intensity can be constructed by a Poissonian time-change of a univariate Brownian motion. An attempt to construct multivariate subordination has been made by some authors [22] . Our proposed model was empirically found to be adequate for studying financial markets including the foreign exchange market. Based on the estimated values of the parameters for the proposed model and their evolution through time, financial assets can be discriminated and their behavioral tendencies can be captured. They could be utilized for prediction and trading purposes in the foreign exchange market.
Moreover in the context of finance the normal mixture hypothesis (or more generally "Mixture of distribution hypothesis") has been proposed as an alter-native explanation for the description of return distribution of financial assets by several studies [23, 24, 25] . They have considered trading volume or the number of transactions (or quotations) as a proxy of the latent number of information arrivals. The model proposed in the present article may be extended to include return dynamics so as to jointly model return-volume relationship [26, 27, 28, 29] .
Conclusion
We considered a bipartite model for message generation by N agents in M groups, and proposed the Poisson model with stochastic intensity for message creations with its parameter estimation procedure.
We approximately derived the model with stochastic intensity from the threshold agent-based model where the probabilities for agents to decide their actions randomly vary in time. It was shown that the stochastic intensity can be modelled as two parts originated from common information arrivals and specific information arrivals. It may be concluded that the estimated parameters characterize behavioral tendencies of participants driven by common information arrivals and specific information arrivals.
We investigated quotation activities in the foreign exchange market and estimated model parameters from the high-resolution data containing 45 currency pairs by means of the proposed method. Furthermore we found that there is an obvious association between the exponents of fluctuation scaling for the numbers of quotations per minute and their cross-correlation matrix. As the values of α are nontrivial (1/2 < α < 1), it may quantify magnitude of influences which come from both common and specific factors from a holistic point of view. As another possible hypothesis Hurst exponent heterogeneity should be considered.
The scaling analysis between means and standard deviations is among useful methods to understand the whole states of human activities in a community. Further investigation with the proposed approach and its potential extensions applying to large-scale datasets would bring fruitful insights on the states of such a community in a broad spectrum of applications.
Various types of physical aspects can contribute to make deeper understanding of herding behavior of heterogeneous agents in social and economic systems.
A Derivation of the Poisson model with random intensities from an agent-based model
Here we derive the compound Poisson processes proposed in Sec. 2 from a stochastic agent-based model [13] . Consider a bipartite graph with two kinds of objects, M groups (j = 1, · · · , M ) and N participants (i = 1, · · · , N ) as shown in Fig. 1 . We suppose that the participants in a group can create a kind of message based on the double-threshold agent model [13] , and assign N j participants ( M j=1 N j = N ) to the j-th group. In the context of financial markets a message corresponds to a quotation and a group to a board of a financial commodity, and of blog systems a message to a document and a group to a content.
Every participant can take two types of actions, coded as 1 (creating a message) and 0 (not responding). 
Prob
where p i,j (t) are random variables taking a value from 0 to 1. According to [13, 14, 30] , the participant determines his/her action based on an input (perceived information). Therefore we could assume that p i,j (t) is described as p i,j (t) = Q i,j x j i (t) , where Q i,j (x) is an S-curve function (0 ≤ Q i,j (x) ≤ 1), and x j i (t) denotes the information which the i-th participant in the j-th group perceives during the period t. If we assume that all the participants in the j-th group perceive the same information x j (t) and have an identical function form of p i,j (·), then we can replace p i,j (t) as p j (t) (0 ≤ p j (t) ≤ 1). Then the number of messages created in the j-th group during the k-th sampling period is described as,
where S is the maximum integer less than ∆t/δ. Under a fixed p j the probability distribution of Eq. (21) is given by a binomial distribution, so that
where SN j n j represent binomial coefficients.
For the sake of convenience we suppose the following situations: (a) The probability p j (t) is determined by specific information common to the participants belonging to the j-th group and information common to all the participants. It corresponds to a specific event in the system. Then we may express it as p j (t) = q j (t) + q(t) − q j (t)q(t), where q j (t) (0 ≤ q j (t) ≤ 1) represents the probability for participants belonging to the j-th group to response specific information, and q(t) (0 ≤ q(t) ≤ 1) to response common information. (b) The values of q j (t) and q(t) are random variables sampled from the probability density function F j (q j ) and F (q), respectively. F j (q j ) are probability density functions with the mean q j and the variance σ qj 2 , and F (q) has the mean q and the variance σ q 2 . If we assume that q, q l , and q m are mutually independent and that SN is sufficiently large and q and q j are sufficiently small, then we can use a Poisson approximation to the binomial distributions and approximate n j as Poisson random variables with stochastic intensity SN j (q + q j ). Table 1 : Relationship between centrality and the ratio of probability fluctuations (measured by their variance) between specific information arrivals and common information arrivals for each currency pair obtained from empirical data during a period from 4th to 8th June 2007 at ∆t = 1 [min] . The x-axis represents the value of centrality, and the y-axis the ratio of fluctuations. We set SN = 500, 000 and estimated parameters during 00:00 
